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December 2018 Quarter
 The L1 Capital Long Short Fund returned -12.0% for the quarter.
 This was the first year of negative performance for the Strategy since launching in 2014.
 We believe the portfolio is very well positioned to benefit from fundamentals reasserting
themselves in 2019.
Equity markets globally endured a tumultuous end to the year, with investors fearing policy error by the Federal
Reserve, uncertainty over Brexit and the growing impact of a U.S/China trade war. Equity markets fell across
the board with the S&P500 (-14.0%), NASDAQ (-17.5%), Nikkei (-17.0%), DAX30 (-13.8%) and CAC40 (-13.9%) all
suffering significant falls. The ASX200 fell 9.7%, which was one of the best of the major developed markets.
In Australia, the hardest hit sectors for the quarter were Energy (-21.3%), Communication Services (-14.7%) and
Consumer Discretionary (-14.1%).
Some of the largest detractors for the quarter were Boral, CYBG, Alcoa, HeidelbergCement and News Corporation.
In section 1 of this report, we review each of these stocks and our investment thesis.
In sections 2 and 3, we provide a detailed review of our positions in Boral and Origin Energy. Both of these stocks
have had a difficult year, yet are very well positioned to strongly grow earnings and cashflows in the years ahead.
In a short-term sense, we believe equity markets are oversold and we have increased the Fund’s net long position
given more attractive valuations. We believe more dovish commentary from Fed Chair Powell, along with a
higher likelihood of a trade deal, provides an opportunity for markets to recover recent losses.

Key Details
ASX code
Share price (31 December 2018)
Market capitalisation
Shares on issue
Listing date
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Net Tangible Assets Per Share (As at 31 Dec 2018)
LSF
$1.35
$897.5m
664,839,144
24 April 2018

NTA pre-tax

$1.4679

NTA post-tax

$1.6251

Net Performance
Three months

(12.0%)

Total return since inception

(26.6%)
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Mea Culpa
We are obviously very disappointed with the

Short term underperformance has been a reality

performance we have delivered since listing. As

for all successful fund managers over time. We

you can imagine, we feel a huge responsibility to our

are happy to be scrutinised and assessed, but we

investors who have placed their faith in us to deliver

ask our investors to take a long term view (usually

them strong returns. In every other year since the

considered to be a minimum of 5-7 years).

strategy’s inception we have achieved that.

(2) There have been no departures from the

We have always been open and honest with our

investment team or changes to the research

investors and we believe this is even more important

process.

in tougher times.

that has delivered one of the best track records

Broadly, there were three reasons for the poor
performance this year:
 Investment mistakes we made –
eg. Boral, CYBG.
 Left-field “unlucky” events – eg. Venator,
Nufarm. (We also had 2 of our shorts receive
takeover bids at large premiums).
 An unfavourable market backdrop – eg. ‘value’
hugely underperforming ‘momentum’
While we understand the frustration that our investors
feel about our recent poor performance, we ask that
you consider some important points:
(1) This is the first year of negative performance
for the Long Short Strategy ever. While it is
unfortunate that LSF investors have not enjoyed
the very strong performance of the prior years,
the only way to genuinely assess the skills of an
active manager is to analyse it over a long-term
horizon. Every successful fund manager has had
negative years – that includes all-time greats like

This is the same team and process

in Australia for both long only and long/short
investing over the past 11 years.
(3) The team remains extremely incentivised and
aligned with our investors.

The Long Short

Fund is the largest personal investment by far
for all senior members of the investment team.
Furthermore, at the time of the LIC, we invested
an incremental $10m and voluntarily escrowed
the full amount for 10 years.

In the past few

months, we have continued to buy more shares in
the LIC as a further sign of our commitment and
confidence in the Fund.
(4) We are ‘value’ and ‘contrarian’ investors. The past
year has seen the largest underperformance of
value stocks versus momentum stocks in almost
20 years. Chart 1 shows how extreme (& how
unhelpful for us!) the market has been in 2018. As
you can see, the P/E spread between momentum
and value stocks has only ever been this extreme
once in more than 30 years, which was during the
peak of the dot com boom in 1999/2000.

Warren Buffett, Seth Klarman and Peter Lynch.
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Chart 1: The momentum–value spread is at the 94th percentile
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(5) We run a global portfolio with a significant

(global investors view Australia as a relative safe

portion of our long exposure overseas (given

haven and yield-dominated/bond-proxy market).

that we view the Australian market as relatively

As markets stabilise, it is common to see Australia

more expensive). By year end, most developed

underperform as those global flows return to Asia

markets had collapsed from their recent highs
–

Hang

Seng

-22%,

Eurostoxx600

or emerging markets.

-16.2%,

It was also a difficult year across investment markets,

DAX -22.1%, NASDAQ -18.2%, S&P500 -14.5%,

as 2018 represented the broadest sell off across all

Nikkei 225 -17.5%, FTSE 100 -14.6%. The ASX has

asset classes ever, with 90% of all asset types delivering

benefitted in a relative sense from the sell-off

a negative return in 2018 (see Chart 2 below).
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Chart 2: Percentage of Assets with a Negative Total Return in USD

Source: Deutsche Bank, Bloomberg Finance LP, GFD. Total number of assets in 2018 is 70 versus 34 in 1901.

One misconception is that the larger size of the Strategy (due to the LIC) “caused” the weaker
performance in 2018. This is completely untrue.
On the next page, we show the key detractors for the Portfolio in 2018.
The most important overarching things to note are that these positions:
(1) are predominantly large cap stocks (not small caps);
(2) have been long-standing positions (they did not suddenly appear in the portfolio because
of the LIC); and
(3) would have been held in the Portfolio regardless of the LIC
In other words, the money raised in the LIC was not the cause of the weak performance.
It is also worth noting that roughly 90% of the negative performance in 2018 came from long positions.
While it is obviously disappointing that our longs performed so poorly this year, investors should take
some comfort from the fact that our team has one of the best track records in Australia over more
than 11 years in large cap, long only investing.
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Portfolio Commentary
Over the past year, the key detractors from

has appealed the adverse ruling. We believe Nufarm

performance were:

is extremely undervalued, given it trades on a P/E of

HeidelbergCement (HEI) – HEI is listed in Germany
and is one of the world’s largest construction materials

only 10x, which ascribes no value to their very exciting
Omega 3 intellectual property portfolio.

businesses with operations in 55 countries around

Alcoa (AA) – Lower aluminium prices and concerns

the world.

The shares performed poorly in 2018

over global growth caused the shares to fall 50% over

given general weakness in the German stock market,

the year. Alcoa owns arguably one of the best suite

concerns over a slowdown in global construction

of vertically integrated aluminium assets globally and

activity and rising energy costs. HEI shares remain

is one of the world’s lowest cost alumina producers.

extremely attractive, given the business largely

At current depressed aluminium prices, we believe

operates in high returning duopoly/oligopoly markets

well over half the global industry is loss making on a

with large barriers to entry. Furthermore, the shares

cash basis (let alone if you included depreciation as

trade on a P/E of only 8.7x, despite our expectation

well). Despite the very low aluminium prices, Alcoa

of 5-10% EPS growth p.a. over the next 3 years. (For

is strongly cashflow positive and we expect they can

context, the ASX200 Industrials Index trades on

deliver a 10-15% free cashflow yield and return the

around 18-19x forward P/E with consensus EPS growth

majority of that to shareholders via dividends and

of 4-5%). HEI also generates more than a 10% free cash

increasing buybacks (the first buyback was recently

yield (after all capex), which enables additional growth

announced in the December quarter).

from re-investment or bolt-on acquisitions.

current depressed aluminium prices will pressure

Nufarm (NUF) – Shares in NUF fell 40% in 2018 after
a series of unlucky and unexpected events hit the

While the

near-term earnings, we believe we are very close to
the bottom of the cycle.

company. The severe drought in Australia made for

News Corporation (NWS) – NWS shares fell from

a difficult start to the year. Then in August, a jury

roughly $22 to $16 in 2018. This is despite the majority

in California found that Monsanto, through their

of the company’s assets performing well and the

Roundup (glyphosate) product, caused the cancer of

company enjoying consensus upgrades to profit

an American gardener. This decision was a complete

expectations. We struggle to reconcile the share price

shock given that it did not align with decades of

move this year with the operational performance of the

independent scientific studies showing Roundup to

company or the outlook for the business. Newscorp’s

be safe for use, along with regular approvals from

main asset is a 62% stake in REA. REA continued to

every major regulator in the world for people to use

grow its earnings, cashflows and market share strongly

Roundup. This decision caused a judge in Brazil to

despite the weaker Australian housing backdrop. At

place a temporary ban on glyphosate, which led

today’s market cap of around $9.5b, investors are only

Nufarm to conduct an equity raising. This product

paying for the REA stake and the cash on the balance

ban in Brazil has since been reversed and Monsanto

sheet and are getting every other asset almost for free.
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Portfolio Commentary
These assets are comfortably worth more than half the

to be our worst investment of 2018 after a major fire

entire market cap of NWS (ie. 50% upside to the current

at their most profitable plant was found to be vastly

share price), given they report earnings of around

underinsured. This meant the company was unable to

$1.3b (EBITDA) and generate huge amounts of cash:

rebuild the plant and also faced massive remediation

 Wall Street Journal;

costs that needed to be funded from the business’

 Dow Jones;

remaining cashflow and debt facilities. This, along with

 Realtor.com (the #2 real estate portal
after Zillow)

the weakening global demand backdrop, resulted in

 Barrons;
 New York Post (U.S);
 Herald Sun/Daily Telegraph/Courier Mail (Aust);
 The Sun & The Times (UK);
 Harper Collins & Harlequin
 Foxtel & Fox Sports
 Sky News & Sky Business
In 2019, we expect the company to conduct a major
asset restructure to highlight the extreme value in the
shares. NWS is also in the enviable position of having
more than 25% of its market cap in net cash, which
provides it huge flexibility to make acquisitions or
conduct capital management.
Venator – Venator is one of the world’s largest
pigment producers (used in the manufacture of
paint). When we originally invested in Venator the
company was trading on a 1 year forward P/E of
around 7x, the balance sheet was under-geared and
there was an improving margin and returns profile

the share price and our valuation more than halving.
CYBG (CYB) – One stock that we clearly got wrong
in 2018 was CYB. Our view was that CYB would be
able to significantly grow its earnings and return on
equity by consolidating the smaller U.K banks and
moving to ‘advanced accreditation’ (which means
a bank is required to hold less capital on its balance
sheet for the same loan book). During the year, the
company bought Virgin Money which appeared to
be a very attractively priced deal with huge cost
synergies. This deal proved to be far worse than we
and the market realised, after the company shocked
investors by stating that Virgin’s Net Interest Margin
(NIM) was likely to be a third lower than Virgin and CYB
had indicated to the market only a few months earlier.
While the shares have halved over the past 4 months,
we have elected not to increase our weight, given the
large reduction in our valuation and the ongoing risks
around Brexit.

given a favourable supply/demand backdrop. Despite

Boral (BLD) – Please see detailed stock review on the

making a seemingly safe investment, Venator proved

next page.
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Boral (Long)
Over the quarter, Boral shares fell roughly 30% on

As we move into calendar year 2019, we expect a

the back of concerns about a weakening Australian

more subdued outlook for cost pressures. Despite a

housing market, a slowdown in U.S. housing and

period of substantial re-investment, the business is

some short term weather impacts that could result in

achieving return on funds employed (ROFE) of 15%+

modest (one-off) earnings downgrades. We believe

and given the highly concentrated industry structure

Boral is badly misunderstood by many investors and

and high barriers to entry, we believe these returns are

its shares are exceptionally good value today. Despite

sustainable longer term. Based on the latest industry

these headwinds, we expect that over the next

data and our discussions with a number of relevant

three years the company will significantly grow its

companies, we expect that the majority of the fall in

Australian and U.S earnings at a much faster rate than

new housing build will be concentrated in the multi-

the ASX200 index. Earnings will be driven higher from

dwelling category, which represents only 9% of

the long term growth in infrastructure projects on

Boral’s Australian revenue. This compares to 59% from

the east coast of Australia, the synergies from Boral’s

infrastructure, engineering and other non-residential

acquisition of Headwaters and higher volumes and

work, which is growing strongly with good visibility of

prices from its dominant U.S. fly ash business.

continued growth for many years to come.

As you can see in Chart 3, Boral now trades at a P/E

Boral North America – Following the Headwaters (HW)

of 11x (FY19), compared to its 5-year average of 17.7x.

acquisition, Boral North America (BNA) has become a

This is despite the fact that the company will grow

significant division and now contributes around 35-

earnings at a faster rate over the next 3 years than

40% of group earnings. We believe the 4.4% ROFE

it has averaged over the past decade. Furthermore,

(5.7% adjusting for goodwill amortization) achieved

as you can see in Charts 4 & 5, housing starts in both

in FY18 does not reflect the medium term earnings

Australia and the U.S. are not significantly above their

power of this business. While BLD has guided to 20%

long term averages. This is despite the fact that the

U.S. EBITDA growth in 2019 we expect substantial

population and annual housing requirements of both

further growth in the following years. The target for

countries have significantly increased over the past

the Headwaters acquisition synergies has been raised

few decades (implying a higher level is more reflective

from $100m to $115m. With only $39m realized so far,

of mid-cycle housing demand today).

there is an incremental $76m still to come, of which

Boral Australia – Boral Australia is the leading player

$25m will come through in FY19.

in Australian construction materials with a strong

The largest business within BNA is fly ash (28% of

vertically integrated portfolio and an east coast

revenue), a cement substitute where BLD is the

focus. Concrete (44%), asphalt (21%) and aggregates/

national leader with over 50% market share. While

sand (11%) represent the key products, while NSW

demand for fly ash is robust, supply has been

contributes around 46% of the divisional revenue.

challenged by the closure of coal fired power plants

After a prolonged period of stagnant prices, the

from which the fly ash is sourced. BNA has formulated

construction materials industry has enjoyed price

a multi-faceted game plan to grow annual available

increases of around 4% p.a. for the past two years.

supply of fly ash by 1.5-2m tonnes over the next 3

Given the strong outlook, we believe similar price

years which would enable 20-30% volume growth

growth is realistic going forward. The last year

for the business. Concurrently, BNA is achieving high

has seen a small increase in wage inflation to 3%

single digit price increases in fly ash which should

(wages represent 24% of Boral’s cost base) and a

persist for several years as the discount to cement

more significant step up in energy and fuel costs.

remains substantial.
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Boral (Long)

Chart 3: Boral forward P/E ratio has averaged 18x over the past five years.

Source: Bloomberg

Chart 4: Australian detached and multi-residential building approvals.

Source: ABS
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Boral (Long)

Chart 5: US housing starts remain below the long-term average.

Source: US Bureau of Census

The second largest business in BNA is roofing (17% of

resulted in a moderation in house prices after a very

revenue) which generated US$320m in sales last year.

strong few years. We believe there is substantial upside

At their recent U.S. site visit, management mentioned

to housing starts from the current 1.2m annual run rate

their objective to double this business over the next

towards the 50 year average of 1.5m (true demand

few years. While the remaining BNA business units have

is likely higher than this given today’s population is

attractive growth options, they will be influenced in the

much higher than the long term average). Over the

near term by the strength of the overall U.S. housing

next 3-5 years, BNA should have substantial earnings

market. Mortgage rates fell to around 3.8% in late 2017

growth driven by increased volumes across all product

and have since increased to around 4.6% today. While

lines, moderate pricing and margin upside and the full

the rise is modest in a historical context, it has at least

realization of targeted HW synergies.

temporarily dented home buyer confidence and also
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Boral (Long)
USG Boral – USG Boral is a plasterboard joint venture

player with an Asian presence. Either scenario would

between USG (now owned by Knauf) and Boral across

be EPS accretive and would dispel market concerns

the Asian region. While the business is growing quickly

about Boral overpaying for the asset.

across emerging Asia, the key profit contribution today
comes from leading market positions in Australia
and Korea. Both Australia and Korea are likely to
experience a slowdown in demand in the coming year
leading to flattish earnings for the JV. The market has
been concerned by the balance sheet implications of
a potential BLD acquisition of the other 50% of the JV,
after triggering their pre-emptive process rights last

Boral’s first half group profit has been negatively
impacted by severe weather in both Australia and
North America. We expect Boral to deliver a weak
first half result, however this weakness is primarily a
function of one-off, transitory issues and we believe
BLD will resume double-digit underlying EPS growth
in H2 FY19, with this strong performance likely to

year. We believe that BLD would only acquire and retain

continue into FY20 & FY21. We believe Boral has an

100% of the JV in the event that the pricing was very

attractive asset base and earnings outlook and the

attractive and only if the vast majority of the purchase

current share price is far below our assessment of fair

price could be funded by debt, rather than equity. A

value. We believe the shares are set for a substantial

more likely scenario is BLD entering an expanded JV

re-rating over the next two years as earnings grow and

with either Knauf or another major global plasterboard

the market’s fears dissipate.

Chart 6: Boral share price – 5 years.

Source: Bloomberg
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Origin Energy (Long)
Origin shares have declined from $10 in July 2018 to

during peak times, while using renewables in off-peak

circa $6.80 today, driven by a combination of negative

periods (during the day). On the retail side, although

political headlines around price regulation of electricity

Origin’s energy business is impacted by mooted price

prices and, more recently, falling crude prices. We

regulation of retail electricity prices, we believe Origin’s

recently re-established a long position in Origin, given

estimate of a $120m impact is reasonably conservative.

that we believe the market has overreacted to the

There is some added protection from the $100m of cost

negative newsflow and it remains a high quality retail and

savings in the retail business that Origin announced at

energy generation business, with an underappreciated,

its December investor day. Lastly, Origin is on the verge

high quality APLNG asset.

of generating much stronger cashflows from its LNG

Origin’s generation business is net short energy (i.e. it
provides more electricity to customers than it generates

asset (APLNG), which has now passed its major capital
expenditure hump.

from its own assets), with its generation portfolio

Origin’s APLNG business is a very long life, low cost,

largely covering its retail customer demand, while

Tier 1 gas asset, backed by long term contracts with

its commercial and industrial customers are backed

leading Japanese and Chinese customers. APLNG

by wholesale energy contracts from the National

has an operating breakeven of $24.50 a barrel (oil

Electricity Market (NEM). Furthermore, its generation

equivalent) with additional project principal and interest

portfolio is highly flexible with a mix of gas, renewables

repayments bringing total distribution breakeven to

and modern coal assets, which can be flexed up and

around $40 a barrel. This means that even at today’s

down depending on demand. This makes the portfolio

brent crude price of around $57, the project is highly

ideally positioned to provide gas-supplied power

cash generative. Importantly, a cost out program at

Chart 7: Origin adjusted net debt/EBITDA will shortly be within target range

Source: Company data
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Origin Energy (Long)
APLNG, along with new finance facilities (which will

Due to APLNG’s capex requirements reducing

lower interest costs and debt amortisation) will reduce

dramatically, Origin has gone from a -2% free cash flow

APLNG distribution breakeven to approximately $35 a

(FCF) yield to 15% in the space of two years. On our

barrel. This results in APLNG cashflows of $950m p.a.

analysis (using current depressed oil prices & spot FX

to Origin in FY20, even on today’s depressed spot oil

rates), we believe Origin will generate free cash flow

price of $57. For context, Origin received $400m in

(FCF) of 90 cents/share in FY21. Based on today’s share

cashflows in FY18. We believe spot prices are unlikely to
persist at these low levels given the stretched budgets
of major oil-producing countries (Saudi Arabia, Iran,
Russia etc all need higher prices to balance budgets)
and shale oil economics suggesting higher prices
are needed to sustain, let alone incentivise, further
US production.
The combination of strong energy markets cashflows
and increasing APLNG distributions will result in a

price of around $6.50, this translates to a free cash
flow yield of around 14%, enabling a dramatic step
up in dividends over the next few years. Furthermore,
every $10 increase in oil prices, improves Origin’s
FCF by a further 11c/share, providing significant
further upside if today’s depressed oil prices recover.
We believe Origin represents exceptional value
and we have been recently adding significantly to
our position. While the market views Origin as an
electricity company, it is increasingly becoming a high

rapid de-gearing of Origin’s balance sheet and a return

quality, low cost, long life LNG producer. We believe

of dividends. Origin is targeting a net debt level of 2.5x

Origin’s consensus P/E multiple of around 10.5x (FY19)

-3.0x by the end of FY19 (see Chart 7), together with

dramatically undervalues the APLNG asset, the upside

the resumption of dividends of 20 cents/share (circa

to rising oil prices and the optionality within the

3% div yield).

generation portfolio.

Chart 8: Origin proportionate Free Cash Flow and Yield (continuing operations).

Source: Company data
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Origin Energy (Long)
Chart 9: Origin share price - 5 years.

Source: Bloomberg
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Overview and Investment Philosophy
L1 Long Short Fund Limited has been established

over the long term. The portfolio is managed by L1

to invest in a portfolio of predominantly Australian

Capital Pty Ltd, which has established a reputation

and New Zealand securities, with up to 30%

for offering clients best of breed investment

invested in global securities. The Company has the

products. L1 Capital manages money for a range

ability to both buy and short-sell securities, which

of clients including large superannuation funds,

provides a flexible strategy to deal with changing

endowment funds, financial planning groups,

stock market conditions. The objective is to deliver

asset consultants, family offices, high net worth

strong, positive, risk-adjusted returns to investors

individuals and retail investors.
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Information contained in this publication
All performance numbers are quoted after fees. Past performance is not predictive of future returns.
This communication has been prepared for L1 Long Short Fund Limited (ACN 623 418 539) by its investment manager, L1 Capital Pty Ltd (ABN 21 125 378 145 and AFS License 314302) (together L1). L1 has prepared this publication without consideration of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any individual investor, and you should not rely on the opinions, advice, recommendations and other
information contained in this communication alone. This communication has been prepared to provide you with general information only. It is not intended to take the place of professional advice and you should not
take action on specific issues in reliance on this communication. We do not express any view about the accuracy or completeness of information that is not prepared by L1 and no liability is accepted for any errors
it may contain. L1 is not required to update this communication.
The communication contains certain forward-looking statements that involve a number of risks and uncertainties. L1 has based any forward-looking statements on current expectations and projections about future
events, based on the information currently available to them. Recipients are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. Whilst due care has been used in the preparation of forward
looking statements, actual results may vary in a materially positive or negative manner. Past performance is not a reliable indication of future performance.
Disclaimer and limitation of liability
To the maximum extent permitted by law, L1 and its officers and employees will not be liable in any way for any loss or damage suffered by you through use or reliance on the information in the communication.
Copyright
Copyright in this communication is owned by L1. You must not (without L1’s consent) alter, reproduce, distribute or quote any part of this communication, transmit it to any other person or incorporate the information
into any other document.
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